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Running Shaadi, formerly known as: Runningshaadi.ncom, is an Indian romantic comedy film directed by Shoojit Sircar and. The film was released on December 27, 2004. The main roles were played by Barkhin and Devi. The film was nominated for the Filmfare Awards South for Best Film of the Year, as well as the Film and Television Critics Association for Best Costume Design. The surnames of the main characters come
from the names of the dances in which the lovers take part: the popular Indian wedding song Running Shadad means "The dance that ends with the wedding", and roughly means the dance (competition) of the bride and groom. This dance wedding lasts from two to four days. Because of this, it is sometimes called Tajbad (lit. "Dance of the Four Days"). The song Running Chadad () is a popular Indian dance performed in the
Indian wedding tradition. The dance is also known as the "Dancing Wedding". The main event of the song is a competition between the bride and groom, which will last two nights from Friday to Sunday. The film was based on a real story, described in the novel "The Runaway Wedding" () (1970) by M. Govinda. However, the film adaptation differs somewhat from its original text.In particular, in the novel, Jade's fiancÃ©
Pemba (Lars Eidinger) is four months pregnant, while in the film, Jade becomes pregnant in her fourth marriage. On February 9, 2006, the film premiered on the screens of India. The film received positive reviews from critics, in particular, Krishna Bhattacharya of the Times of India noted that "like all Indian dramas, the film is better shot than at any time since the film Fearless (). However, he also notes that the film is
inferior in depth and vitality to the characters of the actors and the conveyance of the feelings of the characters. In Krishn's opinion, the film is "a magic trick that foreshadows many that will later prove to be invalid and full of seeming deceit." The film company "Hindustan Film & Television" in 2013 released the second season of the series, which was shown on various TV channels and via the Internet. The second season
premiered on December 16, 2013. On June 3, 2015, the third season of the series with the name "" was released, which was filmed and shown on taki
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